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vision of EUROGI as an organisation that would 
not "replace existing organisations but …

catalyse effective cooperation between existing 
national, international, and discipline

oriented bodies to bring added value in the 
areas of Strategy, Coordination, and Services"

(Burrough et al 1993, 31). 

_______________________________________

Awareness raising 

Capacity building 



the pilot projects and the innovation  
_____________________________________

_

the international dimension 

______________________________________

INSPIRE 

______________________________________

the application and development projects 

______________________________________

the success , the pitfalls, the overtaking, etc. 



I.T. while performing better and better is only 
driven by commercial decisions trying ( but not 
often succeeding )  not to come up to citizen’s 
expectations 

spatial data infrastructure

spatial-data infrastructure 

______________________________________

spatial data-management system

spatial data-infrastructure 

See MIT 1978 !





Richard  A. Bolt , MIT , 1978 



Unfortunately the confusion between awareness 
and capacity increased. If today one EU public 
administration is not effectively using GI there is 
a pathology.   

therapy is needed  

______________________________________

Where are the doctors ? 



The majority of world population do not use GI 
and GIS for struggling for survival. Wealthy 
nations do projects for them but results are far 
to be effectively used for  their basic needs.  

……. still looking for the “awareness” 

of  political power

______________________________________

Can GI be considered 

a social and cultural resource ? 

Can be the Mediterranean a test bed for 
integration of GI and social cultural issues?

AMFM GIS Italia is present.     



The majority of world population do not use GI 
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Can GI be considered 

a social and cultural resource ? 

The initiative of Culture2All and UNISA

in Myanmar 
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Cultural heritage and villages initiative

People living in the area of cultural heritage may 
contribute to maintain and promote the 
monuments, the culture and the traditions  if 
they work for the tourism. But they must  be 
aware and have the capacity to appreciate  
the treasure they have. If they abandon the 
territory the monuments suffer and to avoid 
the depletion is difficult. 



Activities for/in Myanmar :

•University of Salerno and UCSY - University of Computer 
Studies of Yangon are signing an MOU

• M. Salvemini already started visiting professorship activity   

• UCSY intends to start a multi-university programme for 
developing the national cultural heritage data base and SDI.

______________________________________



•In 2019 :

Broken Nature

The XXII Triennale di Milano, Broken Nature: Design Takes on Human Survival, 
highlights the concept of restorative design and studies the state of the threads that 
connect humans to their natural environments––some frayed, others altogether 
severed. 
_________________________________________________________________

Initiative is open to expressions of interest 
from public and private organisations


